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Neighbours of Bridgwater

From Forest to Lakes:
The Mick family growing with the neighbourhood
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Aaron Sivertson, Sightlines Photography

Resident Feature

Andrea and Dave Mick:
Real estate professionals sold on Bridgwater lifestyle
By Daniella Ponticelli

I

n real estate, location is everything. That’s why Andrea
and Dave Mick run their businesses on home soil.
Twelve years ago, Andrea began selling resale
homes and condos in the Calgary market. It was a job that
suited her personality; the young professional is a peopleperson energized by the prospect of house hunting.
“I love the fact that I meet new people every day and
experience with them the excitement of finding a new place
to live,” said Andrea, a Realty Executives premiere agent.
“It’s rewarding for me to be able to make what can be a
stressful time for people, more relaxing and enjoyable.”
It was while in Calgary that Andrea and Dave got married.
After a decade in Alberta, the couple decided to call Winnipeg
home once again. They initially moved into Charleswood to
be close to friends they’ve had since high school.
Soon Andrea was back to work and applying her passion
for real estate to a new market.
“I was very fortunate to work with my father, Menno
Friesen, when I moved back,” said Andrea.
Menno has worked in the real estate business for 40
years. Andrea credits the family mentorship for teaching
her the ins and outs of the Winnipeg market, which at the
time was just about to break ground on a new development:
Bridgwater Forest.

The expansive neighbourhood was only visible through
drawings and animation. To drivers, it was an empty field
adjacent to Waverley Street and the homes that border
Chancellor Drive. But the Micks saw a chance to grow their
careers and join in the building experience first-hand from
the start of the development.
“We’ve been excited about the Bridgwater area since its
inception,” said Dave.
In 2008, Dave started work as a sales agent for Randall
Homes in Bridgwater Forest. The couple gained first-hand
knowledge into the area’s long-term development; learning
about plans for pathways, parks and a bustling town centre.
Both agents weren’t only keen to sell – they were ready
to move.
“Being in a newer and developing area, there is such a
sense of enthusiasm within the community,” said Andrea.
“It’s exciting to see such rapid growth.”
Rapid could even be an understatement. Since the couple
moved into their new home in September 2011, the entire
landscape of the community has changed. Homes and
condominiums that once stood faceless now have boards,
bricks and bright paint. Roundabouts that once saw an
occasional car are now busy thoroughfares. Trees line the
rows of houses and bring colour to the trails that connect
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neighbours to one another.
Bridgwater Forest was breathing new life into suburban
Winnipeg living, and before long business was bustling for
Andrea and Dave.
“We’ve worked with everyone from young couples
building their first home together, retired people interested
in downsizing and couples looking to settle down and start
families,” said Dave.
That included the Micks, who welcomed their first
addition, Summer, in 2010. Two years later, the little girl
had some company to play with at the newly-built park –
her brother Noah.
“Bridgwater has been a beautiful place to raise a family,”
said Dave, who credits the neighbourhood’s friendly and
accessible paths for helping them be more active with the kids.
Summer and Noah are both in pre-school and take skating,
swimming and gymnastics lessons. But closer to home, the
whole family is on the move; doing what Andrea and Dave
had pictured when they first saw drafts of the area.
“Our kids love to explore the forests and ride their bikes to
the park,” said Andrea, adding the family enjoys too many
parts of the neighbourhood to pick a favourite spot.
“Our kids love the play structures and water fountain, and
we really enjoy family walks to the bridge at the centre of
Bridgwater Forest,” she said.

On hot summer days, the fountain in Bridgwater Lakes is
often used as a splash park for children, lit up by coloured
lights at night. Connecting pathways are busy with joggers
and people biking throughout the seasons.
The Micks even use the local routes on game days, taking
an active forty minute walk to watch the Winnipeg Blue
Bombers play at Investors Group Field.
“It’s great once again to be a part of a neighbourhood
where a sense of community is very apparent,” said Dave.
Living in the fast-changing community complements both
Andrea and Dave’s real estate careers. The new mother said
being rooted in Bridgwater helped her keep up with the
growing Winnipeg market and stay on top of selling in a
new development.
“It’s been great to work along with my father and husband,
helping them get people into a new home while I can assist
selling their current one,” said Andrea. “It makes for a
stress-free transition.”
For Dave, the journey has been reflective of his own;
seeing excited new homeowners through each step of the
process, from construction to possession.
“I’ve developed what started as working relationships into
friendships, which has been a very rewarding aspect of my
job,” said Dave.
Another reward: being in the right place to build on their
dreams. The Micks are
currently in the process of
moving from Bridgwater
Forest to Bridgwater
Lakes, once again in a
Randall built home.
“Bridgwater has so
much to offer us as a
family,” said Andrea.
“We will miss our
current street and friendly
neighbours, but we’re
excited to meet new
people, too.”

Do you know a neighbour who has a story to
share? Nominate your neighbour to be featured in one of our upcoming issues. Contact
us at dponticelli@bestversionmedia.com.
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